AGRICULTURAL AND APPLIED ECONOMICS

The Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics (AAE) at the University of Wisconsin–Madison was founded in 1909 and was the first department of agricultural economics in the United States. The department offers two undergraduate programs—agricultural and applied economics (http://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/agricultural-life-sciences/agricultural-applied-economics/agricultural-applied-economics-bs) and agricultural business management (http://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/agricultural-life-sciences/agricultural-applied-economics/business-management-abm). Both majors will give students a strong base in economics and how it is applied to real-world situations. The teaching and research in AAE focuses on the areas of development economics, environmental economics and managerial economics.

The department also offers two certificates to undergraduate students enrolled at the University of Wisconsin–Madison: the certificate in business management for agricultural and life sciences (http://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/agricultural-life-sciences/agricultural-applied-economics/business-management-agricultural-life-sciences-certificate) and the certificate in development economics (http://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/agricultural-life-sciences/agricultural-applied-economics/development-economics-certificate).

DEGREES/MAJORS/CERTIFICATES

• Agricultural and Applied Economics, B.S. (http://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/agricultural-life-sciences/agricultural-applied-economics/agricultural-applied-economics-bs)
• Agricultural Business Management, B.S. (http://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/agricultural-life-sciences/agricultural-applied-economics/agricultural-business-management-bs)
• Development Economics, Certificate (http://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/agricultural-life-sciences/agricultural-applied-economics/development-economics-certificate)
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RESOURCES AND SCHOLARSHIPS

SCHOLARSHIPS
The Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics offers a number of scholarships to students declared in both of our majors, agricultural & applied economics and agricultural business management. Students in either of our majors or who have declared the certificate in business management for agricultural & life sciences (http://guide.wisc.edu/undergraduate/agricultural-life-sciences/agricultural-applied-economics/business-management-agricultural-life-sciences-certificate) are also eligible to apply for the Renk Scholarship Program (https://renk.aae.wisc.edu/renk-scholarship), which can provide increasing scholarships for up to three years. The Renk Scholarship Program is part of the Renk Agribusiness Institute (https://renk.aae.wisc.edu) and emphasizes leadership in contemporary agricultural issues and activities linked to agribusiness.

RESOURCES
The Agricultural Business Management Club at UW–Madison is a group of motivated students interested in careers involving agriculture and/or business. The club offers members the opportunity to learn more about the agribusiness industry and make connections through career speakers, field trips and social events.

There are a number of other student organizations of interest to students in our majors. For more information, please visit the CALS Student Organization (https://cals.wisc.edu/academics/undergraduate-students/outside-the-classroom/student-organizations/#association-of-women-in-agriculture) website.